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HEALONLINE SURVIVOR’S PURPOSE – One opinion of Heal-online.org and Angela Smith
HEALONLINE SURVIVOR’s is a watchdog organization with the duty and obligation of keeping an eye on the
underground activities of Heal-online.org and Angela Smith, ensuring that Angela’s terroristic intentions and
endevors are exposed, keeping her in the light of day. HEALONLINE SURVIVOR’s is a group of people who have
been under attack by Angela Smith, people who have grown wise to her underhanded and mean-spirited dealings,
and have bonded together to bring her little schemes out into the light. Our only hope is to tell the truth and to
bring attention to her cause, her tactics, and her means of destruction.
Angela Smith of Heal-online.org claims to be “an egalitarian network of activists self-empowered to plan events,
create change, and make the world a better place for all life. Our goals include the liberation of humans,
nonhuman animals, and the earth! We work in cooperation with like-minded organizations that put
compassion in action!” Angela Smith’s claims of being egalitarian network is a lie. She is a lone wolf crying from
the wilderness, making herself out to be much bigger than what she is…. Angela Smith of Heal-online.org imposes
herself against the will of good hearted people, using threats of violence, destruction of reputation, and the use of
any force to bring down those she views as “evil”. The truth is that Ms. Smith is the one practicing deceit and
spewing venom on anyone who does not align themselves with her radical views. To lump her and her
organization into groups like Hamas and Taliban is not too big of a stretch. She might not be as dangerous as the
Middle Eastern terrorists, but she has modeled a great deal of her clandestine underground tactics to mimic the
“terrorist 101” course book.
Never believe what Heal-online.org has to say in regard anything, and their so-called commitment to making the
world a better place for all life is a farce. What Angela Smith means is that Heal-online.org is commitment to be
“a better place for only those who are in agreement with her radical leftist agenda”. The only safe people are those
who are in agreement with her, and everyone else is a potential target. Angela Smith has pure ill intent to harm
innocent people to the highest and most disgusting degree. Angela Smith is the modern day Timothy McVeigh.
Heal-online.org and Angela Smith has proven that they are willing to go to any measure to hurt the people who
own and operate therapeutic boarding schools and other alternative programs for troubled teens.
HEAL is an acronym for Human Earth Animal Liberation, and what they mean behind Human and Animal
liberation is very unique. In Angela’s mind she has elevated ALL animals to the point where they should have
equal rights as leftist liberal humans. Moreover, Ms. Smith defines “humans” to mean “men and women sitting in
the prisons walls of America regardless of their crime and the rule of law in United States”. Angela Smith is one of
the scariest liberal militants in America today. Her radical beliefs, coupled with her threats and willingness to
make up any lie to justify her means, is a most dangerous combination. Most specifically, Heal-online.org is
referring to prisoners who are in prison due to drug trafficking, sexual offense against children and women, and
other such heinous crimes. If Ms Smith had her way drugs would be legal and no one could criminalize sexual
misconduct (unless it was Ms Smith herself).
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Heal-online.org is a very rogue but cleaver little group of home grown terrorists, and their tactics are real,
threatening to all decent people, and her words and mechanisms can only be described as “deceiving”. They
practice fabrication and misrepresentation as their ONLY mechanism. They have attempted to lure in owners and
practitioners of schools and programs for troubled teens, inviting them to dialogue and converse, sharing opinions
in an open debate. But the truth is that their “invite is a trap”. They take any info that can get their hands on and
twist the words, changing entire sentences, adding what they please in an effort to defame and humiliate. In
addition, Heal-online.org will not provide any content of their own cloaked and defrauded communication, thus
they have created the illusion of a dialogue when in reality it’s a firing squad. This cloak and dagger tactic is the
brainchild of Angela Smith, and if you conduct your own investigation on Angela Smith, the founder and operator
of Heal-online.org you will agree with my opinion that she is one twisted and lost middle-aged woman who lives
her life to harass, demean, and destroy the reputations of anyone who does not share her extreme radical beliefs.
Angela Smith is the American version of Osama bin Laden. Below I have copied and pasted Angela’s call to arms
Directly from her web site, heal-online.org, word for word. Angela, we have found, has no intentions of engaging
in legitimate discussion with anyone from the Therapeutic Adolescent Industry. Like a snake she says one thing
but acts totally and completely different. She refers to Craig Rogers as “attacking Heal-online.org”. What Craig
Rogers did was reprint Angela’s EXACT words from various places on her website and other postings. Angela’s
own words exposed her radical agenda, and Craig Rogers of Abundant Life Academy needed not to add, modify, or
adjust a single word…. Angela did herself in when Craig Rogers duplicated and posted her own railings.
Angela Smith writes…. (heal-online.org)
“HEAL is taking this opportunity to make, explicitly known and understood, our invitation to behavior
modification programs to submit requests to HEAL for dialogue regarding our concerns and their wishes to see
our website changed or edited. We stand by the content on our website. However, we are very reasonable
people and have written an open letter to the behavior modification industry (including individual programs)
detailing the guidelines for interaction and discussion between our network and themselves. These guidelines
are detailed on pages throughout our website as well. But, because of recent attacks by Craig Rogers of
Abundant Life Academy and others, we felt it was time to make our policies and position on these issues boldly
explicit. If you are a program that wishes to engage in legitimate discussion with HEAL and/or the HEAL
network, please read our letter at www.heal-online.org/invite.pdf for important details. (Also see, HEAL:
Special Report–Communicating with Programs and Request Log.)
In response to Ms. Smith’s open invitation the HEALONLINE SURVIVORS group wish to make a better counter
offer. Therefore, we openly request that Angela consider participating in an open formal debate, where both
parties can present, discuss the merits, and argue the points of the argument. We openly invite Ms. Smith to
choose a neutral location where she can present her arguments and opinions through a traditional debate format
facilitated by a neutral party. We suggest a college campus such as the University of Nevada Las Vegas. We would
insist that this debate be video tapped where both parties can have a copy of the debate to be distributed and
made available to the masses.
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